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It has long been hypothesized
that changes in dendritic spine
structure
may modify the physiological
properties
of synapses located on them. Due to their small size, large number,
and highly variable
shapes, standard
light microscopy
of
Golgi impregnations
and electron microscopy
(EM) of single
thin sections
have not proved adequate
to identify most
spines in a sample or to quantify their structural dimensions
and composition.
Here we describe
a new approach,
the
series sample, that was developed
to classify by shape and
subcellular
composition
all of the spines and synapses
in a
sample of neuropil
by viewing them through serial EM sections. Spines in each class are then randomly selected for
serial reconstruction
and measurement
in three dimensions.
This approach
was used to assess
whether
structural
changes in hippocampal
CA1 spines could contribute
to the
enhanced
synaptic transmission
and the greater endurance
of long-term
potentiation
(LTP) that occur with maturation.
Our results show a near doubling
in the total density of synapses in the neuropil and along reconstructed
dendrites
between postnatal
day 15 (PND15) and adult ages. However,
this doubling
does not occur uniformly across all spine and
synapse morphologies.
Thin spines, mushroom
spines containing perforated
postsynaptic
densities
(PSDs) and spine
apparatuses,
and branched
spines increase by about fourfold in density between PND15 and adult ages. In contrast,
stubby spines decrease
by more than half and no change
occurs in mushroom spines with macular PSDs or in dendritic
shaft synapses.
The stubby spines that remain are smaller
in adults than at PND 15 and the mushroom spines are larger,
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while no change occurs in the three-dimensional
structure
of thin spines. Only a few spine necks at either age are
constricted
or long enough to attenuate
charge transfer;
therefore,
the doubling
in synapses should mediate the enhancement
of synaptic transmission
that occurs with maturation. In addition, LTP is not likely to be mediated
by widening of spine necks at either age. However, the constricted
spine necks could serve to concentrate
specific molecules
at activated synapses, thereby enhancing
the specificity and
endurance
of LTP with maturation.
These results demonstrate that the new series sample method combined
with
three-dimensional
reconstruction
reveals
quantitative
changes in the frequency
and structure of spines and synapses that are not discernable
by other methods and are
likely to have dramatic effects on synaptic physiology
and
plasticity.

Dendritic spineshave been classified by their diverse shapes
since their discovery at the turn of the century. From light
microscopy of Golgi-impregnated neurons, Ramon y Cajal described dendritic spinesas “Stacheln” and “Domen,” which
refer to long spicule-like spinesand shorter thorn-like spines
(Ramon y Cajal, 1893, p 343). Electron microscopy (EM) revealed dendritic spinesto be the major postsynaptic targets of
excitatory synapsesin the CNS (Gray, 1959), and fortuitous
sectionsallowed individual spinesto be identified as “stubby,”
“mushroom,” or “thin” dependingon the constriction of their
necksand the sizeof their heads(Jonesand Powell, 1969; Peters
and Kaiserman-Abramhoff, 1970). Elaborately branched dendritic spineswith multiple headsand synapseshave been elucidated through serial EM (Hamlyn, 1962; Harris and Stevens,
1988, 1989; Chicurel and Harris, 1989; Blackstad and Kjaerheim, 1991).
Since the days of Ramon y Cajal, it has beenwidely believed
that learning and memory may require anatomical changesin
neurons (Ramon y Cajal, 1893; Tanzi, 1893; for review, see
Wallace et al., 1991). Modem theoretical modelshave focused
this interest on the geometry of dendritic spines(Diamond et
al., 1970; Rall, 1970, 1974, 1977, 1978;Kawato and Tsukahara,
1983; Koch and Poggio, 1983; Wilson, 1984; Cossand Perkel,
1985; Gamble and Koch, 1987; Brown et al., 1988; Segev and
Rall, 1988;Turner, 1988;Wickens, 1988;Baerand Rinzel, 1991).
Depending on their exact dimensions, small changesin spine
geometry (especiallyin the dimensionsof the spineneck) could
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modulate synaptic transmission and/or the concentration of
molecules in the spine head near the synapse. In addition, changes
in the frequency and distribution of spines with different geometries could alter the postsynaptic integration of multiple
synaptic inputs. Indeed, several results suggest that the number
and structure of dendritic spines change during development,
learning, memory, and long-term potentiation (LTP); furthermore, spines appear distorted in pathological conditions associated with seizures, impaired memory, and mental retardation
(for review, see Scheibel and Scheibel, 1968; Purpura, 1974,
1975; Schuz, 1978; Greenough and Bailey, 1988; Harris et al.,
1989; Desmond and Levy, 1990; Wallace et al., 1991).
Reconstruction from serial EM has been required to identify
the shape of most spines and to measure them with sufficient
accuracy to predict whether changes in their dimensions could
alter their biophysical properties (Westrum and Blackstad, 1962;
Spacek, 1980, 1985a,b; Stevens et al., 1980; Spacek and Hartmann, 1983; Wilson et al., 1983; Stevens and Trogadis, 1984;
Andersenet al., 1987a,b; HarrisandStevens,
1987, 1988, 1989;
Benshalom and White, 1988; Benshalom, 1989). Due to the
labor-intensive nature of this approach, necessarily small sample sizes have been utilized. Therefore, the relative frequencies
and three-dimensional structure of dendritic spines with different shapes have not been well characterized for any brain region.
We have developed a new approach, the series sample method, to classify by shape, postsynaptic density (PSD) morphology,
and subcellular constituents of all dendritic spines and synapses
occurring in a well-specified area of the neuropil. In the most
general application of the series sample method, every structure
transected by a reference section, that is, a single section in the
middle of a series, is viewed through adjacent serial sections to
obtain an unambiguous identification. The frequencies of the
different structures are then computed per unit area of neuropil
and adjusted to account for differences in the probability of
viewing them on the reference section, based on the number of
serial sections they traverse. Even this simple classification can
be time consuming. To minimize the number of samples required to achieve robust findings, variability from sample to
sample is reduced by subtracting from the sample areas the
sectioned areas of structures that occur nonuniformly across the
neuropil. Once all of the structures in a series sample are classified, subpopulations of structures with specific characteristics
are randomly selected for complete reconstruction and measurement in three dimensions,
In the present study, this strategy was used to answer three
questions. First, do the densities of different types of dendritic
spines and synapses occurring in a random sample of neuropil
reflect their distribution along individual dendrites coursing
through the neuropil? Second, do spine dimensions occur along
a continuum, thereby suggesting differentiation and remodeling
between shapes, or are the dimensions and characteristics of
spines in different shape classes sufficiently distinct to suggest
different functions for the different classes? Third, are the necks
of spines in any category constricted or long enough to reduce
charge transfer from the synapse to the parent dendrite, thereby
providing an anatomical basis for modulating synaptic transmission? In addition, we quantified the complete three-dimensional structure of spines of all shapes and present the detailed
dimensions for testing in other models of the biophysical properties of dendritic spines.
We utilized the series sample method and three-dimensional
reconstructions in rat hippocampal area CA1 at postnatal day

(PND 15) and adult ages to identify changes in spine and synaptic
structure that could contribute to the maturation of synaptic
physiology and LTP. Specifically, earlier studies have shown
that excitatory transmission is more effective at adult than at
PNDl5 hippocampal synapses (e.g., Purpura et al., 1968;
Schwartzkroin and Altschuler, 1977; Schwartzkroin,
1982; Harris and Teyler, 1983, 1984; Michelson and Lothman, 1989).
LTP is an enduring enhancement of synaptic transmission that
results from appropriate stimulation of presynaptic axons and
is considered to be a good candidate for a cellular mechanism
of learning and memory (Baudry and Davis, 199 1). During development, LTP is first enduring (beyond 2 hr posttetanus) at
PNDl5; however, for up to 4 hr posttetanus the magnitude of
potentiation can be high before declining to a lower stable level
or to the pretetanus baseline (Baudry et al., 1981; Harris and
Teyler, 1984; Muller et al., 1989; Jackson et al., 1991). This
pattern contrasts with adults, where the lower stable potentiation is reached within 30 min posttetanus (Harris and Teyler,
1984; Malenka, 199 1). Furthermore, quanta1 analyses suggest
that presynaptic mechanisms may serve to maintain LTP in the
immature hippocampus (Bekkers and Stevens, 1990; Malinow
and Tsien, 1990), while postsynaptic mechanisms may predominate in the mature hippocampus (Friedlander et al., 1990; Foster and McNaughton, 1991; McNaughton, 1991). If synaptic
physiology is influenced by dendritic spine morphology, then
age-related differences in their structure should be compatible
with the enhanced synaptic transmission and stability of LTP
in adults, and with the early high magnitude of potentiation and
the variability in the endurance of LTP at PND 15 and younger
ages.
Materials

and Methods

Tissue preparation
Two male rats of the Long-Evans strain aged between postnatal days
14 and 15 (referred to as PND 15) and two that were approximately 40
and 70 d old (young adults, referred to as adult) were prepared for serial
electron microscopy (EM) (the adults were from Harris and Stevens,
1989). Intracardiac perfusion was performed under deep pentobarbital
anesthesia with fixative containing 2% paraformaldehyde, 2.5% glutaraldehyde, and 2 mM CaCl, in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer at pH 7.35, 37°C
and 4 psi backing pressure from compressed gas (95% 0, and 5% CO,).
After 1 hr, the hippocampi were dissected and then sliced at 400 pm
thickness perpendicular to the long axis. These slices were washed with
slow continuous agitation in five changes of buffer over 30-45 min,
soaked for 1 hr in 1% 0~0, with 1.5% K,Fe(CN), ._ mixed iust prior to
immersion and for 1 hr in 1% OsO,, and then rinsed five times over
30 min in 0.1 M cacodvlate buffer and two auick chanees of distilled
water. The slices were dehydrated at room temperature &rough graded
ethanols to 100% (4 changes) for 10 min each, including 1% uranyl
acetate in 70% ethanol for 1 hr, followed by propylene oxide, and embedded in Epon (Epon : propylene oxide overnight and then fresh Epon
at 60°C for 48 hr). Warm Epon blocks (60°C) were hand trimmed,
followed by precision glass trimming at room temperature on a Reichert
Ultracut III ultramicrotome to a trapezoid containing the CA1 pyramidal cell bodies and the entire apical dendritic arbor (Fig. la). Five
sets of serial sections, one from each of the PND15 animals, one from
the first adult animal, and two sets from the second adult animal, were
mounted on Formvar-coated slot grids (Synaptek, Pella), and stained
for 5 min with Reynolds’ lead citrate. Each grid of each series was
mounted in a grid cassette (Stevens and Trogadis, 1984, or part number
SRH-lOMod for JEOL side entry electron microscopes) and stored in
a numbered gelatin capsule.

Seriessample method
Electron microscopy and sample field selection. The grid cassettes were
mounted on a rotating stage for photography at a JEOL 1OOB (at 6600 x)
or 1200EX (at 4000 x) electron microscope. The grids were rotated to
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Table 1. Summary
of corrections
for inhomogeneity
sample areas to obtain the HN areas

PNDlS

Measure
Areas of all dendrites
Mean
Variance
n
Areas of remaining dendrites
Mean
Variance
n
Total sample area
Excluded dendrite area
Excluded other area
Homogeneous neuropil
% DASA (mean + SD)
% DA/HN (mean f SD)
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Adult

1.3
2.3
201

1.3
4.3
189

0.40
0.06
117

0.45
0.05
131

877
218
0
659
30 k 9
l&2
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1044
180
29
835
23 + 3
1+2

All areas are in am2; n = the number of dendrites. Other excluded areas included
myelinated axons and portions of cell bodies. DA = dendritic cytoplasm areas,
SA = sample area, HN = homogeneous neuropil. (To obtain a minimum
of 100
pm2 of HN area with less work in the future, the initial sample areas could be
reduced to 175 Mm2 and still achieve 103 Mm* of HN even in the case that had
the greatest amount of dendritic cytoplasm, i.e., 41% of the sample area.)

position the top and bottom edges of the sections parallel to the calibrated photographic screen, and then moved perpendicularly from the
cell body layer the number of screens needed to reach 200-250 pm from
the pyramidal cell bodies (Fig. 1b). At this location, a strip across stratum
radiatum, measuring about 25 pm wide and running parallel to the
pyramidal cell bodies, was divided into 8-10 equal fields, and a random
number table was consulted to determine which of these fields to photograph through adjacent serial sections (Fig. lc).
For the PNDl5 animals, 35-39 serial sections were photographed,
and for the adult animals, 27-68 serial sections were photographed. A
calibration grid was photographed with each series, and all prints of the
series were viewed with an illuminated magnifying ring. The middle
reference section contained the sample field of 200 lrn2 located in the
center of the 500 wrnZ photographic field.
Section thickness. The diameters of the longitudinally sectioned mitochondria, which are cylindrical, were measured at their maxima in
single sections. Then, the number of sections in which the mitochondria
appeared was counted (Harris and Stevens, 1987, 1988, 1989). Section
thickness was then estimated: thickness (pm/section) = measured diameter

(pm)

t

number

of sections.

Six to twenty

mitochondria

per

series were measured by this formula, and the average section thickness
for a series ranged from 0.055 to 0.110 pm.
Sample field and homogeneous neuropil areas. At the electron microscope, the photographic fields were positioned to exclude cell bodies
and blood vessels that randomly fell within the sample area. The areas
of portions of cell bodies and myelinated axons that were not recognized
at the EM, and therefore not excluded from the photographic field, were
traced and subtracted from the total sample area. Dendritic processes
were not uniformly sectioned, and therefore they produced large variability in the density of synapses in the neuropil (Fig. 2). To reduce this
variability, each process in the neuropil was identified as dendritic or
otherwise by viewing it through serial sections, and the area of sectioned
dendritic profiles was measured on the reference section. The dendritic
process areas were then excluded until all sample fields had a normal
distribution and homogeneity of variance in the remaining dendritic
process areas. For these sample fields, homogeneity in the variance was
achieved by excluding all dendritic processes with areas greater than
0.94 pm2 on the reference section. The homogeneous neuropil area (HN)
calculated for each photographic series was
HN = sample area - (area of glia + myelinated axons + cell bodies)
- area of excluded dendritic cytoplasm.
This adjustment resulted in a decrease in the area of the sample field
occupied by dendritic cytoplasm from 30% to 7% at PND 15 and from
23% to 7% in the adult (Table 1).

Figure 1. Procedure to locate and to select randomly the sample fields
in stratum radiatum of hippocampal area CAl. a, Trapezoids were
positioned to contain the pyramidal cell bodies and all of the apical
dendritic arbor. b, Then, the distance from the pyramidal cells to the
sample area was measured with the calibrated photographic screen at
the electron microscope. A strip across stratum radiatum at 200-250
pm from the pyramidal cells was divided equally into a set of 500 pm2
fields. The two unnumberedjields
at the edges of the section were excluded because some sections in the series had compression at the edges
or were slightly ragged. c, A random number table was consulted to
ascertain which field(s), for example, field 4, to photograph through
serial thin sections.
Characteristics of dendrites in the series samples. Longitudinally sectioned (LONG) dendrites were characterized by long segments of microtubules and long cylindrical mitochondria; cross-sectioned (X) dendrites had cross-sectioned microtubules and circular mitochondria; and
obliquely sectioned (OB) dendrites contained short lengths of microtubules, and oval mitochondria. “Spiny” dendrites had at least one
dendritic spine, and “nonspiny” dendrites had no spines but at least
one dendritic shaft synapse. The diameters of all dendrites in each series
sample were measured, perpendicularly to their microtubules, on the
reference section.
Criteria for including synapses in the series samples. All axonal varicosities and dendrites in the sample fields were systematically searched
on both the reference section and the adjacent sections for the presence
ofa PSD. Synapses with cross-, obliquely, or tangentially sectioned PSDs
were included if the PSD and cleft material were present on the reference
section, and synaptic vesicles were present on the reference section or
an immediately adjacent section. In this way, synapses cut at all angles,
and the edges of synapses, were unambiguously identified through serial
sections and included in the sample. PSDs touching the edges of the
sample field lines were included in the sample and accounted for one
to three synapses per sample field at both PND 15 and adult ages.
Correction for dlyerences in the probability of viewing PSDs on the
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Figure 2. Neuropil on the reference section of series samples from PND15 and adult ages. One sample field from PND15 (a, series number WS)
has several dendrites with areas >0.94 pm2 (labeled with large dots) while another sample field from PND15 (b, series number k40) has few
dendrites with areas >0.94 pm2. Much of the sample area in the left half of adult series number k38 (c, k38a) contained large dendritic cytoplasm,
while the neighboring neuropil (d k38b) had few large dendrites. Arrowheads in c and d are pointing to the same structures in the overlapping
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reference sections of the series samples. Since PSDs have different sizes,
shapes, or orientations relative to the plane of section, the probability
of viewing them on the reference section differs proportionally to the
number of sections they occupy (Braendgaard and Gundersen, 1986;
Harris et al., 1989). To take this into account, the number of serial
sections in which each PSD appeared was counted, and then when
grouping the synapses by spine shape, PSD morphology, or type of
dendritic shaft, the number of sections for the PSDs in each category
was averaged. The following formulas were then used to adjust the
relative synaptic densities to account for significant differences in the
probability of viewing them on the reference section either between ages
or within an age when comparing the different spine and synapse types:
USD = (# synapses/HN)* 100,
ASD = USD*(s’/s),
where USD is the unadjusted synaptic density (# synapses/ 100 pm>) in
the homogeneous neuropil (HN), ASD is the adjusted synaptic density
in the homogeneous neuropil, s’ is the mean number of sections in the
category or age with the fewest sections, and s is the mean number of
sections in the other categories or age groups with more sections.

Three-dimensionalreconstructions
Frequency of synapses and dendritic spines along reconstructed spiny
dendritic segments in the series samples. Three spiny dendritic segments
were randomly selected from the sample population ofcross- or obliquely sectioned dendrites on each reference section, for a total of 12 dendrites from the PND 15 and 15 dendrites from the adult series samples.
Only the cross- or obliquely sectioned dendrites were reconstructed
because the spine origins leaving the tangentially cut walls of the longitudinally sectioned dendrites often could not be traced to completion
in these relatively short series. The reconstructions were obtained by
positioning the EM photomicrographs under a video camera, capturing
the image in a Gould frame grabber that was interfaced to a VAX 1l/
780, and using AUTOTRACE
software developed at Children’s Hospital
Image Graphics Laboratory to trace outlines of the plasmalemma. The
images of adjacent sections were microaligned by switching between the
stored image and the live image (Stevens et al., 1980; Stevens and
Trogadis, 1984; Harris and Stevens, 1988, 1989). The data from these
reconstructions were subsequently analyzed and edited using the PANDORA programs (Pearlstein et al., 1986). Every spine and synapse originating from a reconstructed dendrite was viewed through serial sections
to determine its shape category, and their relative frequencies were
computed per micron length of reconstructed dendrite.
Computation ofpostsynaptic density areas (PSD areas). The total area
of every PSD on the reference section was measured through serial
reconstruction. For cross-sectioned synapses, the area of the PSD equalled
its length on adjacent sections multiplied by section thickness and added
across sections. For obliquely or tangentially sectioned PSDs, the enclosed areas were measured and if more than one adjacent sections
contained portions of the PSD, a connector was drawn where the areas
overlapped and the total area equalled the enclosed areas plus the length
of each connector multiplied by the section thickness.
Three-dimensional reconstruction and measurement of dendritic spines
in each shape class. Six dendritic spines, two in each shape class, were
randomly selected from each sample field at PND15 and adult ages and
reconstructed in three dimensions using the AUTOTRACE
and PANDORA
software. Spines were removed at their origins from the dendrites and
then edited into head and neck compartments with the PANDORA editing
facility. Spine head and neck volumes, diameters, and PSD areas were
computed as described in Harris and Stevens (1988, 1989). For longitudinally sectioned spines the lengths were obtained, where possible,
within a single section. For obliquely or cross-sectioned spines, the
lengths of the spine neck, head, and shortest length from the spine origin
to the PSD were obtained by connecting a line through the center of
each section and computing by the Pythagorean theorem:
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total length = 2 n,
1=1
where t is the section thickness, 1 is the length of a line positioned from
the center of a portion of the dendritic spine on one section inserted to
account for displacement on the adjacent section, and n is the number
of sections traversed. In addition, quantitative data obtained in the
three-dimensional reconstructions from Harris and Stevens (1989) and
from a nonrandom selection of dendritic spines (K. Neukermans and
K. M. Harris, unpublished observations) were included in Table 5 to
present the full range in spine dimensions that we have measured to
date. All of these reconstructions were obtained from a subset of the
same serial sections from which the random selections were obtained.

Biophysical modeling
Software supplied by Dr. Charles Wilson (Department of Anatomy,
University of Tennessee, Heath Science Center, Memphis, TN) was
used to test whether it is likely that the necks of the reconstructed spines
are sufficiently long or thin to reduce charge transfer to the recipient
dendrite (Wilson, 1984; Harris and Stevens, 1988, 1989). For all of the
simulations, the membrane resistivity (R,) was set to 2000 Bcm*, the
internal cytoplasmic resistivity (R,) was set to 100 O’cm, and alpha was
set at 50 to simulate the shape of a transient EPSP. Wilson found that
the critical geometrical factors affecting charge transfer are the diameter
and length of the spine neck constriction, which cause an increase in
axial resistance as the spines become longer and thinner. Dendritic
diameters greater than 0.5 pm and spine head diameters less than 1.5
pm have no appreciable effect on charge transfer in the simulation and
were set at 0.75 and 1.5 wrn, respectively, as in Wilson (1984). The
critical biophysical parameter is the synaptic conductance (G,,,,,), where
the attenuating effect of a particular spine neck constriction is greater
with larger G,,, values. Hence, the simulations were run repeatedly for
neck diameters ranging from 0.01 to 0.5 pm, neck lengths ranging from
0.2 to 3 pm, and G,,, values ranging from 0.5 to 6 nS to cover the
ranges of measured neck dimensions and a broad range in synaptic
conductances.

Statistical analyses
The RSl statistical package (Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Cambridge,
MA) was used to obtain means, standard deviations, standard errors of
the mean, ranges, correlations, and statistical tests for significant differences described in the Results. For comparisons between or within
ages, the sample distributions were first tested for normality by the
Wilkes-Shaniro test. and bv the F test for homoaeneitv of variance. If
the distributions were normal, then a paramet& t test for equal or
nonequal variances was applied to test differences between mean values.
The nonparametric Mann-Whitney
U statistic for medians was used
for comparisons if the distributions were not normal, and the x2 test
was used to compare categorical data.

Results
Characteristicsof dendrites,spines,and synapsesin the
seriessamples
At both ages,the thick apical dendrites of the CA1 pyramidal
cellstended to be longitudinally sectioned(LONG, Fig. 2c) and
the thinner lateral dendritic branches tended to be cross-sectioned (X, Fig. 2d) or obliquely sectioned (OB, Fig. 2~44. The
diameters of the spiny, but not the nonspiny, dendrites decreasedsignificantly between agesPND 15 and adult (Table 2).
These spiny and nonspiny dendrites were the origins of all the
shaft synapsesand 85% of the PNDlS and 76% of the adult
spine synapseson the reference sectionsand describedin the
seriessamplesbelow. All other spine origins occurred on dendrites not transected by the reference section.

t
portions of the k38 sample field, and the vertical line delineates the beginning of the neighboring field in k38b. A few dendrites are labeled in c and
d for their section angles as described in Materials and Methods: LONG, longitudinally, X, cross-, and OB, obliquely sectioned dendrites. Only
half of each sample field is presented here due to publication size limitations. Scale bar d is for a-d.
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Figure3. Criteria for assigning dendritic spines to one of four shape
classes. Spines were judged thin if serial viewing revealed the length to
be greater than the neck diameter, and the diameters of the head and
neck to be similar. Spines were judged mushroom
if the diameter of the
head was much greater than the diameter of the neck. Spines were judged
stubby if the diameter of the neck was similar to the total length of the
spine, and branchedspines
had more than one head. Occasionally, spines
in the mushroom category overlapped the thin and stubby shape categories, especially at PND 15. This nomenclature follows that of Peters
and Kaiserman-Abramhof
(1970);
similar spine shapes were described
by Jones and Powell (1969) as “sessile” for the stubby spines and “pedunculated” for the mushroom or thin spines in neocortex. L, length;
d,, diameter of the spine neck; d,,,diameter of the spine head; h = head.
Using the qualitative
criteria of Figure 3, all dendritic spines
were classified into the four shape categories of thin, mushroom,
stubby, or branchedby viewing them across serial thin sections.
Single sections of a few longitudinally
sectioned dendritic spines
were representative
of their three-dimensional
structure (Fig.
4). All dendritic spines had asymmetric synapses (Gray’s type
I) characterized
by a thickened PSD on the spine head adjacent
to a widened cleft with densestaining material and a presynaptic
axonal varicosity containing round clear vesicles. These are like-

ly to be excitatory (Gray, 1959; Andersen, 1987). PSDs were
classified as macular if the thickening was continuous when
viewed through serial sections(Fig. 4a-c, e-i), and perforated
if the PSD wasinterrupted by electron-lucent regions(Fig. 4d).
The presenceor absenceof a spineapparatuswasalsonoted for
all dendritic spinesin the samplefields. In the adults, the spine
apparatuseswere characterized by two or more flattened tubes
of smooth endoplasmicreticulum (SER) surrounding bands of
dense-stainingmaterial (Fig. 44. At PNDl 5, structuresreferred
to aspre-spineapparatuseswere observedto have beadedstrings
of SER dangling from flattened SER (Fig. 4c), or tubes of SER

Table 2. Diameters (in pm) of dendrites occurring in the sample
fields on the reference sections
Type of dendrite

PND15
(mean ? SEM)

Adult
(mean 2 SEM)

p

LONG
X/OB
LONG
X/OB

1.11
0.79
0.93
0.87

0.95
0.63
1.37
0.94

co.05
<o.ooo 1
NS
NS

spiny
spiny
nonspiny
nonspiny

f 0.09
+ 0.11
+ 0.11

+ 0.07

+ 0.06
+ 0.03
? 0.25
(n = 1)

LONG = longitudinally
sectioned dendrites; X/OB, combined values of crossand obliquely sectioned dendrites that did not differ significantly from one another
at either age. The diameter of each dendrite was measured on the serial section
that had the maximal central diameter in the plane of section. The mean LONG
diameters are underestimated
because a chord is measured instead of the true
diameter when these are sectioned near to their tangential edge on the reference
section. The diameters of five randomly selected LONG dendrites were measured
through serial sections at a designated location to obtain an average underestimate
of 15% for the LONG dendrites. A process without spines or shaft synapses was
classified as nondendritic.
In the PND 15 sample fields, 3 18 processes, and in the
adult sample fields, 220 processes, were indistinguishable
from small dendrites
on the reference section, but when viewed across serial sections they were identified
as axons, glia, or still not identifiable.
NS, no significant differences between
PND15 and adults.

that were clustered adjacent to the PSDs (Fig. 4e). Dendritic
shaft synapseswere either asymmetric (Fig. 4g,h), or symmetric
(Gray’s type II, e.g., Fig. 4i). The symmetric synapseswere
characterized by slightly thickened pre- and postsynaptic membranes at the cleft, and by the presenceof smaller round and
flattened vesicles. These are likely to be inhibitory synapses
(Andersen, 1987).
Densitiesof d&erent synaptic and dendritic spine
morphologies
Series samples.PND 15 and adult synapseswere viewed and
classifiedthrough serial sections;their density was expressedas
the number per 100pm2of HN and then correctedfor differences
in the probability ofviewing them on the referencesectionbased
on the number of sections they traversed (Fig. 5a). The total
density of synapsesnearly doubled from 28 f 4 synapses/100
pm2 of HN at PNDl5 to 55 ~fr.8 synapses/100pm2 of HN in
adults. The density of synapsesin the neuropil increasedby
about fourfold between PND 15 and adults for the thin spines
(p < 0.002), the mushroom spineswith perforated PSDs (p <
O.OOl), and the branched spines (p < 0.05). The density of
synapsesdecreasedby more than half betweenPND 15and adults
for the stubby spines0, = 0.05), and there were no significant
differencesbetween PND 15 and adults in the density of mushroom spineswith macular synapsesor in the density of asymmetric and symmetric dendritic shaft synapses.Symmetric synapsesoccurred on the necksof only two adult mushroom spines.
Reconstructeddendritic segmentsin the seriessamples.The
12 reconstructed dendritic segmentsfrom age PND 15 ranged
in length from 2.94 to 5.28 pm (mean, 3.86 Km) and ranged in
diameter from 0.39 to 1.30 pm (mean, 0.75 Km). The 15 reconstructed dendritic segmentsfrom the adults rangedin length

Figure4. Longitudinally sectioned dendritic spine and shaft synapses in stratum radiatum of hippocampal area CA1 located approximately 250
pm from the pyramidal cell body layer. a and b, PND 15 and adult thin dendritic spines. c and d, PND 15 and adult mushroom dendritic spines.
e and J; PND 15 and adult stubby dendritic spines. g and h, PND15 and adult asymmetric dendritic shaft synapses. i, Adult symmetric dendritic
shaft synapse at the open arrow.Openarrows,PSDs; ser, smooth endoplasmic reticulum; bd, beaded SER; sa, spine apparatus; pJ; perforation in
the PSD. Scale bar in fis for a-i.
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Figure 5. Frequency of synapses on
different types of postsynaptic elements. a, Series sample. The synaptic
densities are plotted per 100 pm2 of HN
for each synaptic and spine type. The
adjustment for HN decreased the relative variability (SD/mean* 100%) in
synaptic density across sample fields
from 23% to 12% at PND 15 and from
16% to 14% in the adults. PSDs on thin
spines had 16% more sections (p <
O.Ol), the mushroom spines with perforated PSDs had 34% more sections
@ < O.OOl), and the mushroom spines
with macular PSDs had 24% more sections (p < 0.0001) in the adult than in
the PNDl5 samples; these percentages
were used to adjust down the adult values. At PNDl5, four dendritic spines
were incomplete within their series, and
three of these were too incomplete to
classify by shape. In the adults, 40 dendritic spines were incomplete but only
one was too incomplete to classify by
shape. b, Three-dimensional
reconstructions of randomly selected dendrites in the series sample. The fre-

quencyof synapses
alongreconstructed
dendritic
segments that coursed
throughout the same sample fields also
doubled between PNDlS and adults,
and the relative distributions of spines
in each shape category were similarto
the overall series sample. sd, standard
deviation.

from 1.82 to 6.84 pm (mean, 3.80 pm) and ranged in diameter
from 0.41 to 0.82 pm (mean, 0.59 pm). Like the seriessample,
the number of synapsesalong the reconstructed dendritic segments doubled between PND15 and adults; nearly quadrupled
for the thin spines(p < 0.0001); doubled over all mushroom
spines,which werenot separatedby PSD shapefor thesesamples
(p < 0.05); and halved for the stubby dendritic spines0, < 0.01)
(Fig. 5b). Too few branched spinesand asymmetric shaft synapseswere observed along the reconstructed dendrites to test
for differencesbetweenPND 15and adults, and there wasa small
but significant increasein the number of symmetric shaft syn-

apses0, < 0.0 1). Filopodia, long protrusions from the dendrites,
occurred along the reconstructeddendritic segmentsat PND15.
Filopodia were not counted in the seriessamplebecausethey
had no synapsesanywhere along their lengths. A direct comparison between the seriessamplesand the reconstructed dendrites, of the proportions of spinesand synapsesin the different
categories,revealed no significant differencesat either PND 15
or adult ages(Fig. 6).
Synaptic densitiesin the proximal, middle, and distal regions
of stratum radiatum. To test whether the differencesin synaptic
densitiesmeasuredbetween PND15 and adults might have re-
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Figure 6. Direct comparison
between

Adult
sulted from shifts in the relative positioning of the samples
within stratum radiatum, two zonesreferred to as“middle” and
“distal” were photographed on single sectionsto bracket the
seriessamplesat 192 f 8 pm and 264 f 8 pm from the pyramidal cell bodies. A third, “proximal” zone was positioned
an extreme distance from the seriessamplesat 72 + 8 pm into
stratum radiatum from the pyramidal cell bodies.Twelve proximal, 11 middle, and 12 distal zones were photographed at
10,000x from one PND15 animal, for total HN areasof 880,795
and 862 pm* in each zone, respectively. For the d70 adult, 11
proximal, 12 middle, and 13 distal zones were photographed
on singlesections,for total HN areasof 859,881 and 1038 pm2
in each zone, respectively. Synpaseslocated on spine headsor
dendritic shafts were counted if a cross-, obliquely, or tangentially sectionedPSD was visible. For both PND 15 and adults,
the density of synapseson dendritic shaftsand spineheadswere
the sameacrossthe proximal, middle, and distal zonesin stratum radiatum and the meandensitieswere not significantly less
than those obtained by the seriessampleanalyses.
Comparison of seriessampleand single section analysesfor
detection of dendritic spineshapes.All of the longitudinally sectioned dendritic spinesoccurring in the singlesectionsfrom the
proximal, middle, and distal zones were classified,where possible, by the criteria of Figure 3 above and did not differ significantly acrossstratum radiatum in the frequenciesof identifiable spinesin each shape category. The samplesfrom the
middle zone of stratum radiatum were comparedwith the series
samples(Fig. 7). There was great variability acrossthe single
sectionsasto which spine shapescould be identified. Only 26%
of the PND 15 spinesand 8% of the adult spinesappearing in

therelativepercentages
ofdifferentsynapsesoccurring on the cross- and
obliquely sectioneddendrite population in the seriessamplewith the percentages
of differentsynapses
occurring
alongthe reconstructeddendritic segments(30 Dendrites).
Not graphedhere,
but includedin the total percentages,
aredendriticspineoriginsoccurringon
the lastoneto five serialsections
of the
reconstructeddendritic segments
that
weretoo incomplete
to identifyby shape
(15%of the PND15origins,11%of the
adult origins),and shaftsynapses
(2%
of the PND15origins,and 0.8%of the
adult origins).

the singlesectionscould be assignedwith confidenceto a shape
category. When compared to the seriessample,only 4% of the
thin and 20% of the mushroom spineswere detected at both
ages.In contrast, 24% (PND 15) and 42% (adult) of the stubby
spineswere detected in the single sections.
Comparison of seriessampleanalyseswith singlesection estimates of synaptic densityfrom other studies.In another single
section study of stratum radiatum in hippocampal area CA1
from adult male rats of the samestrain and age, only 20 synapses/100pm2 of total samplearea were detected (Chang and
Greenough, 1984). Our higher value of 55 synapses/100pm* of
HN could be accounted for by (1) the increasedconfidence that
viewing through serial sectionsgave us to include the edgesof
synapsesand synapsesthat were sectionedobliquely or tangentially, and (2) the decreasein samplearea causedby the HN
adjustment to account for the nonuniform occurrence of some
structures on the reference sections. To determine how much
the serial viewing improved our detection of synapses,we recomputed the mean synaptic densitiesper total inhomogeneous
sampleareaas 22 -t 5/ 100pm2and 44 & 7/ 100 pm2for PND15
and adults, respectively. Thus, an increasein detection of 24
synapses/100pm* wasobtained by serialviewing for the adults,
with an additional 1l/ 100pm* obtained by the HN adjustment.
Lee et al. (1980) reported a density of 39 synapses/100pm2 in
adult rats of a different strain by positioning the photographic
field to exclude the cytoplasm of large dendrites, and thus this
value should be comparedwith the 55 synapses/100pm* of HN
we obtained. These comparisonsshow that serial viewing accounts for more than twice as much of the increasein synaptic
density as the adjustment for inhomogeneity in the neuropil.
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the neuropil.
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section

P15

Three-dimensionalreconstructions
Total area of PSDs at synapsesin the seriessamples.Complete
reconstructionsrevealed that macular PSDsoccurred at 88% of
the PND 15 synapsesand at 8 1% of the adult synapses;the
remainderof the synapseshad perforatedPSDs.Perforated PSDs
usually occurred on mushroom spinesat both ages(x2 = 12.4,
df = 2, p < 0.002 for PND15; x2 = 197, df = 2, p < 0.001 for
adults) and on a few stubby spines(Fig. 8). All of the thin spines
at PNDl5 and 99% of the thin spinesin the adults had macular
PSDs. Three of the adult spineswith shapesat the border between thin and mushroom categorieseach had a single perforation in the PSDs. For the adults 15%of the spinescontained
Table 3. Comparison
and adults

Adult
well-laminated mature spineapparatusesthat were found most
frequently in mushroom spines(x2 = 171, df = 2, p < 0.001)
having perforated PSDs (x2 = 202, df = 2, p < 0.001) (Fig. 8).
At PNDl5,
2% of the spines contained pre-spine apparatuses,
too few to test statistically their associationwith stubby and
mushroom spineswith perforated PSDs.
The mean PSD areaschanged significantly between PND 15
and adult agesonly for the thin and the stubby spines,with both
types decreasingin averagesize (Table 3). Within age PNDl5,
the PSD areason the thin spineswere lessthan those on the
stubby spines(p < O.OOOOl),which in turn were equal to the
macular PSDson mushroom spinesand lessthan the perforated
PSDs on mushroom spines0, < 0.005). Within the adult ages,

of reconstructed

areas (in pm*) of the PSDs

in the series samples

from

PND15

Cateeorv

PNDlS
(mean f SD)

Adult
(mean + SD)

V

Thin spines
Stubby spines
Mushroom spines, macular PSD
Mushroom spines, perforated PSD
Branched spines
Asymmetric shafts
Symmetric shafts

0.07
0.14
0.15
0.26
0.06
0.15
0.23

0.05
0.07
0.15
0.27
0.08
0.16
0.12

<O.OOl
<O.OOl
NS
NS
NS
NS

k 0.03
k 0.11
+ 0.09
+ 0.07
+ 0.01
IfI 0.10
iz 0.19

2
+
+
+
+
k
k

0.03
0.05
0.06
0.13
0.07
0.15
0.09

At PNDlS 189 PSDs were reconstructed, and 184 were classified as thin (n = 47), stubby (n = 53), mushroom-macular
(n = 31), mushroom-perforated
(n = IO), or branched (n = 2) dendritic spines, and asymmetric (n = 30) or symmetric
(n = 10) dendritic shaft synapses. For the adults, 465 PSDs were reconstructed,
and 463 were classified, as thin (n =
249), stubby (n = 21), mushroom-macular
(n = 52), mushroom-perforated
(n = 86), or branched (n = 25) dendritic
spines, and asymmetric
(n = 17) or symmetric (n = 13) dendritic shaft synapses. At PND15, six PSDs, and for the
adults, two PSDs, were excluded either because the postsynaptic identity was ambiguous or because part of a PSD was
obscured on one section.
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Macular
PSD areason the thin spineswere lessthan those on the stubby
spines0, < 0.0 l), which in turn were lessthan both the macular
(p -C0.0001) and the perforated (p -C0.0000001) PSDs on the
mushroom spines.At both ages,the PSD areas on branched
spineswere not significantly different from thoseon thin spines.
Three-dimensional
reconstructions
of randomly selected dendritic spines in each shape category. Micrographs of the reference
section of randomly selectedspinesin each shapeclassare il-

t

Perforated

Figure 8. Relative frequencies in the
series samples of macular and perforated synapses on dendritic spines with
and without spine apparatuses. The frequency of spines without spine apparatuses (PND 15 and adult) are stacked
on top of those with spine apparatuses
(solid bars), so that the full height of
each bar illustrates the total density in
the neuropil of mushroom or stubby
spines with macular or perforated PSDs.
Thin and branched spines are not
graphed because they had no spine apparatuses.

lustrated in Figure 9, and their complete reconstructions are in
Figure 10. Longitudinally sectionedstubby spines(Fig. 9a) were
readily identified by shapeon a singlesection, but were indistinguishable from the headsof mushroomor thin spinesif cross
sectioned (Fig. 9b). Single sections of mushroom spine heads
were frequently larger than thin spine headsin the samefield
(Fig. 9c; e, labeled;j), though portions of their headsalso were
often indistinguishablefrom thin or stubby spinesin the same

Figure 9. Reference sections of spines that are fully reconstructed in Figure 10. a, PNDl5 stubby spine (5’) reconstructed in Figure 10a and a
neighboring stubby spine (arrowhead) on the same dendritic segment. b, Adult stubby spine head (s) reconstructed in Figure lob is indistinguishable
from other mushroom or thin spine heads on a single thin section. c, PND 15 mushroom spine head (M) reconstructed in Figure 1Oc. d, Adult
mushroom spine (M) reconstructed in Figure 1Od. e, PND 15 mushroom spine (M) that is reconstructed in Figure 1Oe shares its presynaptic varicosity
with the synapse of another mushroom spine (small arrowheads) whose head and PSD (large arrowhead) are cut en face and are difficult to recognize
on a single section. J; Adult mushroom spine (M) reconstructed in Figure 1Of and thin (r) spine reconstructed in Figure 10h. A small portion of
the head (circle) and PSD (arrowhead) of another thin spine was identified by viewing it on adjacent sections. g, PND 15 thin spine (7) reconstructed
in Figure log. h and i, Sections 30 and 28, respectively, of a dendritic segment that was reconstructed along its length, thereby revealing the presence
of a filopodium (F) that is reconstructed in Figure lOi, located next to a stubby dendritic spine (arrowhead). j, Section 36 of the branched spine
reconstructed in Figure 1Oj. The origin of this branched spine (BI) was longitudinally sectioned by the reference section, though initially we did
not recognize branch two (B2) of this spine because the synapse was not evident until section 42. B2 could have been an obliquely sectioned portion
of the parent dendrite. k, Subsequent reconstruction revealed a third branch (B3) whose synapse shared a population of presynaptic axonal vesicles
with the head of a mushroom dendritic spine (arrowhead). I, Synpase of B2 in section 43 of this series. Scale bar in 1 is for a-l.
Figure IO. Three-dimensional
reconstructions of dendritic spines from the series samples. a and b, PND 15 and adult stubby spines illustrated in
Figure9, a and b. c, PND 15 mushroom spine in Figure 9c. d, Adult mushroom spine at the mushroom/thin borderline, in Figure 9d. e and J;
PND15 and adult mushroom spines in Figure 9, e and J: g and h, PND15 and adult thin spines in Figure 9, g and f; respectively. i, PND15
filopodium in Figure 9, h and i. j, Adult branched dendritic spine and three different presynaptic axonal varicosities (dark green) synapsing with
each head. Two of these presynaptic boutons also made synapses with the heads of other mushroom spines, portions of which are reconstructed
and displayed. All spines are gold, and the PSDs are light blue. The origins of the spines with their parent dendrites are at the left side of each
panel. The scale is the same as Figure 9.
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Table 4. Comparison of complete spine dimensions by shape class
from three-dimensional recon&ucti&s
of spines in the PNk
and
adult sample fields
Spine class dimensions
Stubby
Total surface area (pm*)
of PSD
PSD/total
Total volume (pm3)
Total length (pm)
to PSD
Neck diameter (pm)
Dendrite diameter (pm)
Mushroom
Total surface area (Fm2)
of PSD
of head
PSD/head
of neck
Total volume (pmJ)
of head
of neck
Total length (pm)
to PSD
of neck
Neck diameter (pm)
Dendrite diameter (pm)
Thin
Total surface area (pm2)
of PSD
of head
PSD/head
of neck
Total volume (pm’)
of head
of neck
Total length (pm)
to PSD
of neck
Neck diameter (pm)
Dendrite diameter (pm)
Branched

PNDl5
(mean t SD)

Adult
(mean + SD)

(n =
0.95
0.15
0.16

(n =
0.45
0.07
0.16
0.03
0.44
0.29
0.32
0.78
(n =
2.70
0.30
2.40
0.18
0.25
0.29
0.27
0.02
1.50
1.10
0.43
0.20
0.81

6)
k 0.48
xk 0.09
k 0.03

0.11

? 0.07

0.65
0.37
0.43
0.81
(n =
1.70
0.21
1.50
0.14
0.26
0.18
0.16
0.21
0.95
0.81
0.36
0.21
0.83

+- 0.38
k 0.31
k 0.07
f 0.29
7)
f 0.70

(n =
0.80
0.06
0.44
0.16
0.43
0.05
0.03
0.02
1.40
1.30
0.90
0.13
0.70

f 0.10

f 0.62
+ 0.03
+ 0.29
+ 0.09
+ 0.08
+ 0.03
+ 0.30
k 0.22
f 0.25
+ 0.12
IL 0.37
5)
+ 0.26
+- 0.03
k 0.26
k 0.05
k 0.26
+ 0.03
z!I 0.02
k 0.01
* 0.39
k 0.46
+- 0.24
f 0.05
+ 0.33

8)
k 0.14
k 0.02
k 0.05
xi 0.01
? 0.15
+ 0.16
zk 0.13
k 0.36
9)
f 0.93
+ 0.10
f 0.92
+ 0.15
f 0.12
+ 0.13
+ 0.13
+ 0.01
+ 0.25
+ 0.28
+ 0.21
+ 0.07
+ 0.24
(n = 8)
0.59 + 0.29
0.05 + 0.02
0.40 + 0.15
0.10 * 0.06
0.21 + 0.17
0.04 + 0.02
0.03 IL 0.15
0.01 & 0.01
0.98 k 0.42
0.74 k 0.36
0.51 + 0.34
0.10 * 0.03
0.62 k 0.26

p
CO.05
NS
NS
CO.03
NS
NS
NS
NS
CO.05
NS
CO.05
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
CO.001
CO.04
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
CO.04
NS
NS
NS

(n = 0)

(n = 2)

-

Total classified

18

27

-

Total borderline

6

3

-

Borderline spines shared characteristics of more than one class; for PND 15 the
borderline shapes included one stubby/thin,
one stubby/mushroom,
four mushroom/thin;
for the adults borderline shapes included two shaft/stubby
and one
thin/mushroom.

field (Fig. 9d; e, arrowhead). Thin spineheadswere alwaysquite
small(Fig. 9f; labeled,g) and thus often required viewing through
adjacent sectionsto confirm the presenceof an edge of their
synapseon the reference section (Fig. 9J; circle). Two sections
of a filopodium that occurred on one of the reconstructeddendritic segmentsare shown in Figure 9, h and i, and it is reconstructed in Figure 1Oi.All of the processeslocated adjacent to
both of the reconstructed filopodia were viewed through serial
sectionsto confirm that no nascent synapseswere present.
In the adult, two spinesthat were originally classifiedasthin
were found instead to be branched spines through complete

reconstructions (Figs. 9j-I, 1Oj). These branched spine reconstructions prompted the reevaluation of all dendritic spinesin
the seriessamplesto ascertainwhether a branch occurred along
their length. Thus, the values for branched spines presented
above in Figure 5a were excluded from the thin category and
account for all branched spinesthat had the PSD of at leastone
head on the reference section of the seriessample.
Dimensionsof reconstructeddendritic spines.The dimensions
were computed from the complete reconstructions and are presented in Table 4 in sufficient detail to allow predictions of
theoretical models to be tested. Fixation-induced shrinkageor
swelling doesnot seemto account for differencesin spine, synapse, and dendrite morphologies from the PNDlS and adult
samples.At both ages,all structures were well preserved as
judged by continuous plasmalemmae,unswollenmitochondria,
continuous microtubules, nonvacuolated cytoplasm, and complete synapses. In the absence of specific ultrastructural

evidence

for fixation-induced changes,no correction was introduced to
account for this potential artifact. The mean areasof PSDs on
the reconstructed dendritic spinesfrom each shapeclasswere
the same as the means by shape class in the seriessample,
indicating that random selection of spinesfor reconstruction
obtained spinesthat were probably representative of their shape
classes.Within a shapecategory, it is remarkable how similar
the dimensionsremained betweenPND 15 and adult ages.Stubby spines had more volume

and surface area at PND 15 than in

adults, though their other dimensions remained unchanged.
Mushroom spineshad lesssurface area and length at PND15
than in adults, but other dimensionsdid not differ significantly,
though thesewere more variable in size and shapethan either
stubby or thin spines.Only the length to the PSD of the thin
spines differed significantly between these two ages.At both
PND 15 and adult ages,the PSD area on all spinesis well correlated with the spine head volume and surface area but less
well correlated with spineneck volume and surfacearea (Table
5). Spine lengths and diameters as well as the diameter of the
parent dendrite are not correlated with the area of the PSD at
either age.
Reliability of spine shape criteria for distinguishing stubby,
mushroom, and thin spines.Comparison of dimensionsof the
spine head, total spine length, and neck diameters served to
distinguishwhether the qualitative criteria usedto classifyspines
were sufficient to distinguish them quantitatively. The ratio of
spine head volume to neck diameter should distinguish mushroom from thin and stubby spines,while the ratio of the total
spinelength to neck diameter shoulddistinguishthin from stubby spines.Mushroom spineswere not completely distinguished
from thin spinesat PND 15 by the ratio of spine head volume
to neck diameter (Fig. 1la). In contrast, for the adults the ratio
of head volume to neck diameter formed three discreteclusters
of thin, mushroom, and stubby spines(Fig. 11b). At both ages,
thin spineswere distinguishedfrom stubby spinesby the total
length comparedto neck diameter (data not shown).Thus, both
qualitative and quantitative distinctions between spine shape
categoriesare more distinct in adults than at PND 15.
Modeling the effect of spine neck dimensionson synaptic
charge transfer
The dimensionsof the mushroom spine neckswere estimated
from edited reconstructions asillustrated in Figure 12, a and b
(insets), becausetheir large heads do not contribute to charge
reduction. The total length of stubby and thin spineswas used
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1 I. Quantitative index of spine shapes at PND 15 (a) and adult (b) ages. For the adults, but not at PND 15, the ratio of spine head volume
to spine neck diameter separates all three shape categories of stubby (s), mushroom (m), and thin (t) spines from one another. The borderline
shapes delineated in the notes of Table 4 are plotted here as the shape they most resembled, and occur in the region of overlap between the shapes,
especially at PND 15.

Figure

to the parent dendrite if the synaptic conductance G,,, is 1 nS
(Fig. 12a,b, data points to the left of the solid lines). These spines
are mostly of the thin shape category. However, all of the thin
and about half of the mushroom and stubby spines at both ages

to evaluate the effect of spine neck constriction on charge transfer, because by definition these head diameters are not grossly
larger than the neck diameters. Some dendritic spines at both
ages cause more than 5% reduction in synaptic charge transfer
Table

5.

Range

in spine

dimensions

and correlation

PNDIS
Min
Max
PSD surface area @m2)
Total spine
Surface area (pm2)
Volume (pm))
Length (m)
Length to PSD (pm)
Spine head
Surface area (rm2)
Volume (pm3)
Spine neck
Surface area (pm3
Volume (fim3)
Length W-4
Diameter (pm)
Dendrite diameter (pm)

with

the surface

area of the PSD

r

P

Adult
Min

Max

r

P

-

0.008

0.54

-

-

0.005

0.35

-

0.16
0.008
0.19
0.07

2.50
0.32
1.96
1.95

0.90
0.83
0.26
-0.32

<0.0005
10.0005
co.05
KO.01

0.13
0.004
0.19
0.09

4.50
0.56
2.46
2.13

0.89
0.93
0.34
0.13

<0.0005
<0.0005
co.005
NS

0.16
0.008

2.25
0.27

0.93
0.87

<0.0005
<0.0005

0.15
0.003

4.21
0.55

0.76
0.91

<0.0005
<0.0005

0.04
0.002
0.09
0.05
0.23

0.82
0.10
1.29
0.51
1.60

0.24
0.29
0.05
0.25
-0.05

10.05
co.05
NS
10.05
NS

0.02
0.0004
0.08
0.04
0.24

0.89
0.07
1.67
0.71
1.6

0.11
0.38
-0.08
0.30
0.19

NS

<0.0005
NS
co.05
NS

All dendritic spines that have been reconstructed at each age are included here for a total at PNDl5 of 55 (24 randomly
selected from the series samples, 3 1 from other reconstructions
that were not randomly chosen) and for a total in the
adult of 130 (30 randomly selected from the series samples and 100 from earlier reconstructions
by Harris and Stevens,
1989). Min, minimum value; Max, maximum value; r, correlation with the PSD area; p, probability that the correlation
is not different from 0, NS, correlation is not significantly different from 0.
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Figure 12. The effect of spine neck constriction on the theoretical percent reduction in charge transfer from the synapse to the parent dendrite.
Spines falling on the theoretical lines reduce charge transfer by the percentage listed at the top of the line, while spines falling to the left or right of
the lines reduce charge transfer by more or less than percentage of the line, respectively. For these simulations, G,, values of 1 nS (solid lines) and
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cause more than 5% reduction in synaptic charge transfer if G,,,
is 5 nS (Fig. 12a,b, data points to the left of the shaded line).

Discussion
Due to the large number, small size, and variability in shape of
synapses and dendritic spines, a new approach was developed
to distinguish growth and differentiation of existing synapses
from the addition of new synapses to the neuropil. The series
sample analysis revealed a doubling in synaptic density in stratum radiatum of hippocampal area CA 1 between the PNDl 5
and adult ages. This age-related doubling did not occur uniformly across all spine and synapse geometries. No change occurred in the density of dendritic shaft synapses or mushroom
spines with macular PSDs. In sharp contrast, the density of thin
spines, mushroom spines with perforated PSDs, and branched
spines all increased by about fourfold, while the density of stubby spines decreased by more than half. A single section analysis
did not detect any of these age-related changes. In fact, the more
uniformly shaped stubby spines were detected most readily on
single thin sections at both ages, though they are the least prevalent shape in the adults. Preliminary results using the series
sample analysis in PND7 hippocampal area CA 1 revealed that
most of the synapses are on dendritic shafts, with occasional
synapses on stubby and mushroom spines, but none on thin
spines (Harris et al., 1987, 1989). Together, these findings suggest that shaft synapses form first and may give rise to stubby
dendritic spines, which in turn may form mushroom, thin, and/
or branched dendritic spines with constricted necks.
The doubling in synaptic density occurs across the entire width
of stratum radiatum and along the lengths of individual dendrites coursing through the neuropil. Thus, to our first question
inquiring whether the series sample reflects the distribution of
spines along individual dendrites, the answer is a cautious, yes,
on average. However, individual dendritic segments could be
found to have more or less than the average percentage of dendritic spines in each category as evidenced by the standard deviations in Figure 6. In single section studies, Schwartzkroin et
al. (1982) found a doubling in synapse density in stratum radiatum of the rabbit area CA1 between PND8 and PND28, and
Pokomy and Yamamoto (198 1) detected a near doubling in
total synapse density in stratum lacunosum of rat area CA1
between PND 15 and PND48. However, in neither of these studies could the frequency of spines or synapses with different
geometries be evaluated. The frequency of spines previously
estimated from light microscopy of Golgi impregnations (Minkwitz, 1976; Pokomy and Yamamoto, 1981; Schwartzkroin
et
al., 1982) is about half that detected along the dendrites reconstructed here through serial EM, probably because the dark
precipitate in the Golgi-impregnated dendrites obscures all or
part of many spines (Feldman and Peters, 1979).
In our previous studies, spiny dendrites were selected for serial
EM by the presence of a longitudinally sectioned spine attached
to the dendrite in the first section observed (Harris and Stevens,
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1987, 1988, 1989). Here, our preliminary findings suggested that
the dendrites with attached spines tend to be more spiny than
the mean of randomly selected spiny dendrites, some of which
lack attached spines on the reference section (Neukermans and
Harris, unpublished observations). Therefore, random selection
of dendrites from the series samples was required to avoid a
high bias, and it would seem prudent in future studies to rank
order the dendrites by spine density before comparing across
experimental treatments. In sum, single section analyses from
EM and light microscopy studies from Golgi impregnations are
sufficient to reveal gross changes in the total spine and synapse
densities during development, but serial EM is required to delineate unambiguously any changes in the frequency of spines
and synapses with different geometries.
To our second question inquiring whether spine shapes occur
along a continuum or in discrete categories, the answer seems
to be that it depends on the category. First, the stubby spines
nearly disappear with maturation, suggesting that they may have
a transitory function. Second, the mushroom spines show great
variability in their dimensions, both within and between the
ages, suggesting that they may occur along a continuum and
undergo considerable remodeling. This capacity for remodeling
is further supported by the changes in the characteristics of the
spine apparatus and PSD that occur between PND 15 and adult
ages. At PND 15, a “pre-spine apparatus,” having a few sacs of
SER, is found in small mushroom or large stubby spines. With
age, the mushroom spine heads enlarge and acquire perforated
PSDs and a well-laminated spine apparatus. Third, for the thin
spines remarkably little change occurs in their dimensions, characteristics of the PSD, or the occurrence of a slender tube of
SER at both ages. This consistency in structure suggests that
they may be a discrete category having a relatively stable geometry, once they are formed.
The branched spines could result from synapses forming on
new branches of existing spines or from the splitting of existing
synapses (Nieto-Sampedro,
1982; Carlin and Siekevitz, 1983).
Alternatively, shaft synapses might form adjacent to one another
and give rise to spines that later appear to be branching from
the same dendritic origin. The same presynaptic bouton is usually shared by many heads of individual branched spines at the
mossy fiber synapses in hippocampal area CA3, suggesting that
all three avenues of branch formation could occur here (Hamlyn,
1962; Chicurel and Harris, 1989). However, in hippocampal
areas CA 1 and dentata, the different heads of individual branched
spines do not share the same presynaptic bouton, suggesting
that they do not form by the splitting of existing synapses (see
also Harris and Stevens, 1988, 1989; Geinisman et al., 1989).
The function of long filopodia in the immature hippocampus
is unclear. It seems unlikely that they are part of a continuum
in the formation of synapses on dendritic spines because PSDs
and axonal varicosities are not adjacent to the filopodia anywhere along their lengths. Thus, their loss between PND15 and
adult ages is unlikely to result in the elimination of a specific
category of spine synapses in this brain region (see also Purpura,
1975).

t
5 nS (shaded Une) are displayed. Only the 5% reduction curve is displayed for the 5 nS curve to illustrate the shift to the right (for a more detailed
description of this simulation, see Wilson, 1984; Harris and Stevens, 1988, 1989). a, At PND15 all 55 spines that have been reconstructed are
represented. b, For the adults, all 130 reconstructed spines are represented. Dendritic spines are labeled according to their shape classes of stubby
(s), mushroom (m), thin (t), and branched (b) (the dimensions of only the one branch with its PSD on the reference section are represented for
each of two branched spines from the adults). Insets are edited three-dimensional reconstructions of mushroom spine necks.
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An implicit assumption has been that structural characteristics of the PSD reflect the history of synaptic activation (Harris
and Landis, 1986; Harris and Stevens, 1988, 1989). At both
PNDlS and adult ages, the area of the PSD is well correlated
with the dimensions of the spine head but not the dimensions
of the spine neck. It would seem then that the variability in
PSD area and spine head volume may be associated with different levels of synaptic activity that have no parallel influence
on the dimensions of the spine neck (Harris and Stevens, 1988,
1989; Chicurel and Harris, 1989). The PSD area occupies about
lo-15% of the spine head surface at both PND15 and adult
ages, and this ratio does not differ significantly across spine shape
categories or on spines from different brain regions (Spacek and
Hartmann, 1983; Wilson et al., 1983; Harris and Stevens, 1988,
1989; Chicarel and Harris, 1989). The relative constancy of this
ratio may indicate that the proportion of molecules located
specifically at the synapse (such as receptors, kinases, etc.) to
molecules located on membrane adjacent to the synapse (such
as ion channels, pumps, etc.) is also relatively constant. Perforated PSDs are thought to be a site of synaptic plasticity, as
their number increases during axonal regeneration and LTP and
they are required for learning in aged rats (Nieto-Sampedro et
al., 1982; Desmond and Levy, 1986, 1988, 1990; Geinisman et
al., 1986). The sacs of SER in the spine apparatus are thought
to sequester calcium (Burgoyne et al., 1983; Fitkova et al., 1983;
Andrews et al., 1988; Mignery et al., 1989), and the densestaining material between the sacs of a mature spine apparatus
is thought to be of microtubular origin and possibly to serve
both structural and protein synthetic roles (Westrum et al., 1980;
Spacek, 1985a,b). These interpretations suggest that the parallel
maturation of the spine apparatus with the occurrence of the
perforated PSDs could signal an enhanced regulation of ionic
fluxes and protein synthesis in the large adult mushroom spines.
The shift in predominance from spines with wide necks to
spines with constricted necks could alter synaptic transmission
and postsynaptic integration by the neuron. To our third question, inquiring whether spine necks are sufficiently thin and long
to reduce charge transfer from the synapse, the answer is only
if the conductance change occurring at the synapse were higher
than has been reported for CA1 synapses (Bekkers et al., 1990),
that is, in the range of 5 nS. However, evidence from physiological studies suggests that synaptic transmission is not reduced, but enhanced with maturation (Schwartzkroin
and Altschuler, 1977; Schwartzkroin,
1982; Harris and Teyler, 1983,
1984).
Constricted spine necks would enhance synaptic transmission
by amplifying the potential generated in the spine heads via
voltage-dependent channels (Diamond et al., 1970; Koch and
Poggio, 1983; Miller et al., 1985; Perkel and Perkel, 1985; Shepherd et al., 1985; Segev and Rall, 1988; Woolf et al., 1991). A
potential gradient between the spine head and the parent dendrite could attract charged molecules (e.g., proteins) into the
spine head where they might be used for synapse stabilization
(Horwitz, 1984). Spine neck constriction may also enhance the
biochemical specificity of synapses, by concentrating calcium,
second messengers, proteases, and other molecules in the spine
heads near to the activated synapses (Gamble and Koch, 1987;
Brown et al., 1988; Harris and Stevens, 1988, 1989; Wickens,
1988). The presence of binding proteins and a mature spine
apparatus could further specify this molecular compartmentation in the spine heads (Cumming and Burgoyne, 1983; Fitkova,
1985). Together, these observations suggest that spine neck con-

striction may amplify the potential generated in the spine head
and enhance the biochemical specificity of the activated synapses, without reducing the transmission of an electrical signal
to the parent dendrite or to neighboring dendritic spines.
Similarly, the dramatic shift in the predominance of thin and
mushroom spines during maturation could alter the physiology
of LTP. At PND7, a few synapses occur predominantly on
dendritic shafts or stubby dendritic spines and LTP lasts for less
than 2 hr posttetanus (Harris and Teyler, 1984; Harris et al.,
1987, 1989; Jackson et al., 1991). By PNDl5 about half of the
spines and synapses are present, suggesting that a minimum
number of spines and synapses may be required to produce an
enduring potentiation. At neither PNDl5 nor adult ages are the
spine necks likely to be thin or long enough to reduce charge
transfer from the synapse to the parent dendrite; therefore, a
shortening and widening of the spine necks is unlikely to mediate
LTP at either age (see also Jung et al., 199 1). Since most of the
PND 15 spines are stubby with wide necks, calcium, second
messengers, or other molecules may readily diffuse into the
dendrites and influence nonpotentiated synapses elsewhere on
the dendrites. Such a nonspecific spread of potentiation could
enhance the magnitude of LTP during the early posttetanus
period at PNDl5 relative to adults, where constricted spine
necks could reduce this nonspecific spread of potentiation. Diffusion of molecules away from potentiated synapses could reduce the concentration of LTP-specific molecules that are required to stabilize whatever changes mediate enduring LTP. In
contrast, the predominance of spines with constricted necks in
the mature hippocampus may reduce diffusion of molecules,
such as calcium (Muller and Connor, 199 l), thereby enhancing
the specificity and stability of mature LTP and accounting for
the lower magnitude and greater endurance of LTP in the mature
hippocampal area CA 1. Clearly, the age of the animal and the
associated postsynaptic structure of dendritic spines needs to
be considered to elucidate the relative contributions of pre- and
postsynaptic mechanisms in LTP.
Considerable evidence has accumulated to suggest that changes
in spine and synaptic structure accompany LTP (see Wallace et
al., 1991, for review), yet controversy remains as to whether
new spines and synapses form or the geometries of existing
spines and synapses change. In hippocampal area dentata, early
results from single section studies suggested that dendritic spines
swell with LTP, possibly reducing the spine neck resistance and
enhancing charge transfer to the postsynaptic dendrites (Van
Harreveld and F&ova, 1975; F&ova and Van Harreveld, 1977).
More recent findings in area dentata from single sections also
suggest a change in the morphology of existing synapses but no
change in the number of synapses with LTP (Desmond and
Levy, 1986, 1988, 1990). In contrast, another study utilizing
serial EM reconstructions of individual dendrites suggests a doubling in spine number along their length, more branched spines,
and more spines with wide necks after LTP (Andersen et al.,
1987a,b; Trommald et al., 1990). Low synaptic densities from
single section analyses and a potentially high bias from serial
reconstructions (if the dendrites with attached spines were selected for reconstruction) may account for some of the discrepancies between these studies. In area CA 1, no significant changes
in the overall density of spine synapses have been detected
between hippocampus with and without LTP (Lee et al., 1980;
Chang and Greenough, 1984). However, the single section appreach utilized in these studies may not have detected many of
the spine synapses (see above), and therefore could have missed
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changes in spine density with LTP. In the same studies, analysis
of longitudinally sectionedspinesdetermined that stubby spines
increasein number after LTP, but no data exist on the fate of
the predominant thin, mushroom, or branched spineswith LTP
in area CA 1.
To discern whether a specific dendritic spine is remodeled
would require monitoring all parts of its three-dimensional
structure throughout
life, which as yet is impossible,
though
improvements
in confocal microscopy may facilitate this pro-

cess(Keenan et al., 1990; Deitch et al., 1991; Fine et al., 1991;
Turner et al., 1991). However, serial EM will still be required
to measure changes in spine dimensions,
PSD characteristics,
and subcellular
composition.
Since these morphological
characteristics distinguish
spines in different categories, the possi-

bility remainsthat the distinct spine categorieshave physiologically distinct functions. Application of the seriessamplemethod
in combination

with three-dimensional

reconstructions

should

help to discern unequivocally whether physiological eventssuch
as LTP remodel existing dendritic spinesand synapsesand/or
alter their number.
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